Chester County PA
Tuesday, December 05, 2017 | 08:41 am
The day will start dry and workable before a frontal boundary approaches midday. Since yesterday, the
timing remains the same but it appears to be weaker. So, from 11AM - 3PM we will likely see some rain, but
will be light and only last for 1 - 2 hours... Conditions turn hot and humid tomorrow through the remainder of
the week. Afternoon thunderstorms will be possible both Tuesday and Thursday, but neither day looks to be
a washout. Severe weather (gusty winds) will be a threat Tuesday.
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Severe Weather

None

Moderate

Tuesday afternoon storms may develop into a line, with a
40 - 60 mph wind threat

Flooding

None

Low

Storms Tuesday afternoon may be brieﬂy heavy, but any
problems will be very isolated
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Monday

Patchy early fog, then mostly cloudy. Scattered shower potential begins after 11AM, lasts
intermittently until 3PM. Breezy
Trace - 0.05" of rain
High 74 - 78 | SW wind shifts NW 10 - 15 mph, gusts to 25

Mon Night

Partly cloudy.
Low 65 - 69 | WNW winds 5 - 10 mph

SHORT RANGE FORECAST
Tuesday

Much hotter and more humid with a mix of sun and clouds. Scattered t-storms become likely
after 2PM (some heavy and possibly severe).
60% chance for 0.10 - 0.25" of rain (locally higher)
High 84 - 88 ( Peak heat index near 95 ) | SW winds 5 - 12 mph

Tue Night

Any lingering shower / storm quickly ends, then partly cloudy.
Low near 75

Wednesday

Partly sunny... staying dry but hot.
High 90 - 95 (Peak heat index near 100 )

MEDIUM RANGE FORECAST
Thursday

Hazy sun, hot and humid. T-storms become likely late afternoon to evening.
High near 95

Friday

Partly sunny, breezy and more comfortable.
high 80 - 85
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